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1.0 Introduction 

During a seven week workshop of the Summer Institute of Linguistics working in 

cooperation with Cenderawasih University, and under the direction of Kenneth L. Pike1 

I undertook a study of the chronological mapping of texts against their grammatical 

structures. My aim was to discover the usefulness of mapping clock time and emic 

time against narrative se~uence as a preliminary techni~ue for identifying tentative 

paragraphs and themes in discourse . 
Having made preliminary hypotheses as to textual themes, I chose tentative etic, 

semantic, and grammatical paragraph divisions via participant-event clusterings seen 
on a chronological chart of one Berik2 text. Using intuitive judgments I then chose 

a theme for each of these tentative paragraphs. I checked on the validity of these 
divisions and themes by three criteria: phonological (i. e. by spans segmented and 

identified by changes in speed, pause, stress , or intonation); summaries of the text ; 

and sentence reversal (this third techni~ue proved unprofitable in the study of 
Berik). Finally, after having applied the above procedures to four more narratives, 
I am now able to make the following summary statements about Berik narrator perspec 

tives (i. e. emotional focus) and about the use of chronological mapping in the 
study of Berik narratives. 

1. The clusterings of elements at the intersection of emic time, participant, 

and event (as seen on a chronological chart) give valuable clues as to the identif

ication of semantic paragraph groupings in Berik narratives (especially when intui
tive judgment alone fails to lead to paragraph division of a text). When intuitive 

judgment has led to paragraph groupings, the clusterings seen on a chronological 

chart may support or strengthen the earlier judgment. Having tentatively chosen 
paragraph groupings, one can hypothesize as to the themes of the text. 

2. High level phonological changes and text summaries are devices which can be 
used to test the validity of the paragraph groupings and the tnemes which have been 
chosen by observing the clusterings of clauses on a chronological chart, combined 
with intuitive judgment. 

3. Emotional focus may be shown in Berik by chronological-grammatical non-iso
morphism, phonological changes, and by titling. 

4. The theme and focus of both texts and summaries of texts may be influenced by 

the narrator's role in society (i. e. hunter or cook), or by whether or not the 
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by the narrator's degree of competence 
t in the story , and 

narrator is a participan 

in story-telling. 

1 Mapping of Narrative Elements 
2.0 The Procedure of Chronologica was desirable to have a story telling about 
For trying out these techni~ues, i~, t Although I had a number of texts av-

t' of many partlclpan s. 'k t 
the simultaneous ac lons "d th I asked a language helper, Nl 0, 0 

, f' d this cri terlon an us k ailable none satls le 1 d from his village to the wor -
, b t the day we trave, e 

give , on tape, a short story a ou 1 involved in the move that 
k d t include many of the peop e " t 

shop center. He was as eO, f the various partlclpan s 
" the simultaneous actlons 0 

day, and to begin by descrlblng 'Th text as he gave it appears here: 
as they began their day in the early mornlng. e 

1 symbols , see Section 6.1 .) 
(For phonologica ) 

RA (full original version 
THE DAY WE WENT TO DANAU BI 

, mom-a piter 'ger-ba-sa- n /1 1. [S-] Marlana _____ -----, 11 item to a male-to-male in the morning 
'lk ? Peter gl ve one sma 3 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Mariana ml -, before yesterday- past tense . 

'Mariana was nursing Peter.' 
'ewerga I udar- na 'sarbi-si-n // [-S] 
J , lane-? begin to hear-morn b4- past 
there alrp , 
'I began to hear an airplane. ' // 

[F-] a~a / galgal-sa 'tosanto-wa-so-na- nt / at-aE 
~ - b4 t canoe-in I goods-? place-?-morn - pas 

, t the canoe.' 'I was loading the baggage In 0 

~ ' sarbi-so- no- nt // 
hear- morn b4-?-past 

udara- na 
airplane-? I 
'I heard the airplane.' // [-F] 
jiga / ~ 'nuin-ti-so-na-nt / Somanente ~ 
it ? sit-?-mOrn b4-?-past Somanente there 

'It landed at Somanente.' b b' Sl' nl' nt / / makanan 'see a- 1- - -

[S-] Magdelena / ~ / 'twan-em jina-p cook-female-morn b4-?-

past 
[F- ] 

Magdelene 
she Mr._possessive house-in food 

'tumil-gal // [-SJ 
eat-nominalizer ? 
Nonya / ~ ~ / jer-em 

d 0 3rd-possessive Mrs • Mr . 3r pers n 

'jina-ber 
house-in 

// 

' Mr . and Mrs. were in their house.' 
, f 1 / jiga ~i 'doma-si-ni-nt / Plter a e -na = 

----- th ne? they 2 ahead go - morn b4-?-past 

Somanente 1£ /1 
Somanente to 

Peter 0 er-o - , 
'The other Peter went ahead to Somanente.' 

9. jiga 'gwanga-je 
they first-? 

/ udar-na nuin-ti-si-ni-nt 
airplane-? sit-?-morn b4-?-past 

antarso-we-si- ni-nt 
accompany-?-morn b4-?- past 

'~ // 
here 

10. 

11 • 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 
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'They accompanied here the first airplane that landed.' 

~ 'a=up I galgal-a jamer tosanto-so-n ~ t (rising inton.) I I [-F J 

I behind goods-? arrive place-morn b4-past long time 

'I was behind; it took a long time to place the baggage as it arrived.' 

[very F-] Bular-o I Barnaba ~ ~ 'dona-si-na-n at-em 

Bular-and Barnabas they 2 ahead go-morn b4-?-past canoe-by 

Somanente Y2. 
Somanente to 

I I [-very F] 

'Bular and Barnabas went ahead by canoe to Somanente.' 

[F-] gamjon I Eliser-o I Aser I ~ 'dana-si-na-n 1/ 
again Eliaser-and Aser they- 2 ahead go - morn b4-?-past 

'Then Eliaser and Aser went ahead.' 

~ Somanente 1£ I ~ 'for-sin-yant II 
they Somanente at they arrive-morn b4-past 
'They arrived at Somanente.' 

twan-mana unggwandusa aiserem ai goso-sa-nt 1/ 
I suitcas e-? Mr.-po ssessive large 

'I carried Mr.'s large suitcase.' 

~ 'tupsomer I I [-F J 
it walk 
'It (the sUitcase) walked.' 

this one carry-morn b4-past 

[S-] ai Somanente 1£ I ~ Mariana I ai for-sin-yent 1/ 1-8J 

I Somanente at she Mariana I arrive-morn b4-past 

'I arrived at Somanente with Mariana.' 
[F-] jewerga twan-gai-ya 'fimi-si-nt II 

there Mr. - we - ? wait-morn b4-past 

' We waited there for Mr.' 
twan nonya I ~ 'fori-so-na-nt I Somanente 1£ /1 [-FJ 
Mr. Mrs. they arrive-morn b4-?-past Somanente at 

'Mr. and Mrs. arrived at Somanente.' 
[S- ] jewerga 

there 
'dane-si-na-nt I nonya ~ I Mantri I Magdelena I nonya 
ahead go-morn b4- ?-past Mrs . ? Mantri Magdelena Mrs •. 

I Daud I Daniel II 
she David Daniel 
' Mrs., Mantri (Magdelena), David and Daniel went ahead.' 

~ 'a=up II 
I behind 
'I was behind .' 
ai I Mariana I Piter bastantoiya I sanangeri I ~S] [F-J twan sanangeri serem II 
I Mariana Peter small old Mr. old one 

'I (was behind with) Mariana, little Peter, and old Mr.' 
[very F-] aafo aiya fori-si-ni - nt aiya 'tuin-sa- nt / I [-very F J 

here we arrive-morn b4-?-past we eat-morn b4- past 
'We arrived here and we ate.' 



, 
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23. tabana gaaf II 
up to here 

'The end.' 
. tely 23 clauses (tentatively identified by 

The text, which contains approxlma . t d later in the paper--see 
tical criteria WhlCh are presen e 

phonological and gramma . h by morpheme translation and a free 
1) t anscribed and a morp eme 

Section 6 . , was r th numbered in narrative order. 
de The cl auses were en ·th th 

transl ation were ma • . .. d 1 three by seven card and , Wl e 
h . tten on an lndl Vl ua 

Each clause was t en wrl . s previously unknown words , 
. . 1 ifying amblguOUS pronoun , 

language helper ' s ald I n c ar . ) the cards were re- ordered 
th lacing of locatlon tagmemes , 

and syntax (namely, e p ( .) t . f each event was noted on each 
d The clock etlc lme 0 

into chronological or er . f th village I had personal know-
card Since I was a participant i n the move rom e t d ' 

• f the events tha ay . 
ledge of the chronological seQuence 0 

Mapping proceeded as follows : 
1 Using the cards in chronological order , the 

char~ with etic ( clock) time at the left and later 

right . (See Diagram 1 below.) 

clauses were then placed on a 
with emic ( cultural) time at the 

I 
Etic 
Times 

7: 00 

II III IV 
Mariana Narrator Magdelena 
Peter (Niko) 

V VI VII 
Mr. Other Bular 
Mrs. Peter Barnabas 

. 'b 11. · ;;'d~ \ {cooking i n '\ 
nurslng l e l . \ \ (6) house I 

(1) Iplaclllg \,_____ (7) I 

I (1 0) \ -- ./ 

: loading \ - - - ~ i;;~t't 

VIII IX 
Eliaser David 

Aser Daniel 

9 : 15 

9:30 
9 : 35 

II (3) I \ ( 8)1 
I A \ I 

went (11) 

9: 37 

9:40 

9:45 

10 : 05 

10 : 1 0 

10 : 20 

I, heard \ \ I 
) I , I 

\ ( 2 \ I I 
\ heard I I I 
\ ( 4) I \ \ 

'plane I : \ 
"land (51; \ \ 

wn~) \~1 \ 
sui tcase : \ 

(15) 'fly : 
C \,(~J' 

B 

arri ve 
(1 6 ) I arrive 

( 13) 

went 
( 12) 

arrive 
( 13) 

X 
Emic 
Times 

gwerem 
ejers i e 
' all of sun 
visible ' 

gwerem 
' sun half 
way up in 
sky ' --. 

10 : 30 

11: 00 

11: 45 

2 : 45 fly 
(21) 

wait ) 
( 17) 

behind fly (1 9) 
( 20) 

fly (21) 

aH~)e 31Y ~ J! 
~Iys '(1 9) D (1 9) bo ap. <d ~ 'sun dl r . ~, 
Mr . fly overhead ' C\l c; 

( 21) J 
__ ------------------------ ~~~~fhalf p 3: 15 arrive 

eat (22) way down ' 

..... 

-
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The rows represent etic clock time (col umn I) transl ated to emi c time ( co l umn X). 
Columns II through IX represent one participant i n various actions at various times . 
Arabic numbers in the columns represent the order of the clauses as told in the nar

rative sequence . Two items occurring in anyone row are , therefore, the same emic 
time, but are in di fferent narrative positions. When a group of cl auses form a 

cluster (see text for criteria) , dotted lines have been drawn around subclusters 
and solid lines around larger clusters , and l abeled A, B, C, and D. These clusters 
represent events by one or more participants within an emic time span and are tent
ative l y considered to represent grammati cal paragraph groupings . 

2 . The columns were numbered wi th Roman numerals from I through X, and later 
were charted according to the narrative order in which the participants were intro
duced into the story ( see Section 4) . 

3 . A compari son of the narrative order of the clauses in the text with the 
chronological order of the cl auses on the chart comprises what is called a mapping 
of one to the other . For example, in Co l umn III, narrative clause 10 precedes nar
rative clause 3 and narrative clause 3 precedes narrative clause 2. Note further 
that Simultaneity of times cannot have simultaneity of narrative sequence ; one must 
follow the other in the narration ( i . e. column III clause 5 is simultaneous with 
column VIII clause 12). 

3 . 0 Preliminary Hypotheses as to Textual Theme 
After the chronologi cal mapping, the first questions asked when beginning to ana

lyze this text were : (a) What are the parts of this story? And thus , what are the 
high-level tagmemes of Berik narratives? (b) Assuming that paragraphs ( or some part 
less than the whole) exist , how can we discover them? (c) Assuming, furthermore , 
that a paragraph has a theme , how can it be discovered? I concentrated on points 
(b) and ( c) ; research is continuing on point ( a) . 

The non-isomorphism of the chronological ordering to the grammatical ordering of 
the first three lines of the text suggested that this signaled both the setting and 
the focus of the story . It was then remembered that the narrator ' s employer was up
set with the narrator that morning , and that the narrator was under considerable 
pressure to work quj.ckly . He had, in fact, neglected to do hi s work of readying t wo 
canoes the previous day, and as a result he mis sed his plane . (This early judgment 
that the mixed chronology thus signaled emotional focus was supported by later stud
ies of the text ( see Section 6. 2) . 

It seemed feaSible , therefore, to assume that the setting of the story was found 
in c l auses 1 through 5 . These cl auses also introduce the speaker and his family , the 
props with which the speaker was involved--namely, the goods and the airplane , and 
the most emotionally important event of the day: that the plane came while he was 
still loading the goods . These comprise the physical and personal setting . In es
sence the narrator says, "This was of considerable concern to me ." Then in the rest 
of the story he says, "This happened ." 

It was noticed that many c l auses in the ·body of the text used a combination of a 

noun and a pronoun in the subject slot. Does each occurrence of such a combination , 
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? No confirmation of para-. tical division in the story. 
I wondered , slgnal a gramma thO feature of noun- pronoun com-

. h Id be based on lS 
graph division was found whlc cou . ' urs in clauses 1 

t of these comblnatlons occ 
On the other hand no one f thO spect bination . progresses , more investigation 0 lS a 

through 5. As study of the language 

of Berik will be made. t no further clues to paragraph 
Sl'nce thl's preliminary examination of the tex. gave 1 

f tl by way of chronologica 
breaks I sought answers via other techniQues-- lrs y 

mapping . 

. Chronological Mapping 
Semantl'c Paragraph Groupings Vla 

4.0 Choosing th one clause and 'f groups of clauses larger an 
Sl' nce I was seeking fairly unl orm h 1 g 

clusterings of clauses on the c rono 0 -
smaller than the whole story , I looked for d 

For this purpose, etic clusters are assume 
. 1 d these clusters . 

ical chart , and Clrc e . 1 d ·tems with the same clause number 
( ) ·t ms in a row (and lnc u e l 

to be made up of ale M' h' h has three notations for 
. e the row for 11 :45 A. • w lC 

repeated In that row--se . h ' h together make up a consecut-
( ) 1 d elements In a column w lC 

clause 19); or b numera e . . 1 der-- see column III, clauses 3 , 
( though not In numerlca or 

ive narrative order even 1 t they make a larger cluster 
a row cluster intersects a column c us er . 

2, 4, 5) . When lumn subclusters and baslcally re-
The dotted circles seen on Diagram 1 enclose co . ' 

flect changes l' n partiCipants within the larger grouplngs . d 
d in the first cru e 

Occasional irregularities within the groupings were ignore 
10 ' lumn III) When a clause number interrupts a 

Cl' rcll' n of clusters (clause In co · . hb k 
g .th'n a circle it implies an embeddlng or flas ac or 

seQuence of clause numbers Wl l . (. 1 III clause 2 between clauses 3 
f tical relatlon In co umn , 

some other kind 0 gramma . h ggest the need for further 
and 4). Such irregularities, unless explalned ere, su 

study , or alternate analyses . .' 1 t s on the chronological chart, 
1 . dvance of clrcllng c us er 

I did not have ru es In a . t .t' ly gave priority to certain clus-
but in looking back I can now see that I In u~ lve column is sufficient basis for 

A l arge gap in consecutive numbers In a t 
terings. . 1 in numbers be ween . .' . . column III there lS a arge gap 
paragraph dlVlSlOn , l. e. In 17 and clause 20. Such column bre 
clause 5 and clause 14, and also between clause. clause 17 in col 

lumns l e. between were given priority over contiguity across co ,. 

III and clause 18 in column V. 
I was not i nterested in any kind of rule which w~uld lead to 

just one large circ 
nor (conversely) wa 

( sl' nce that would tell us only that I was dealing wlth a text) , 
1 d t the circling of every item ( since that 

I interested in rules which would ea a 
·w· ould merely identify the clauses). . d t elements of some kind an 

I assumed that the circles so chosen enclosed seman lC. 
I wished to relate . A th ough D These In turn , 

labeled the four large clusterlngs r • ' re therefore clusterings 
t· d Clues to grammar a , ' 

to the grammar--the narra lve or er. . ( set ). (b) emic participant (a 
elements at the intersections of (a) ernic tlme a r~w, other in a singl 

) () . event (items ad Jacent to one an 
column or set of columns; c emlC ) 

. It eous items across columns • 
column, or adjacent as SlIDU an the sections , and calling these 

th 1 es to represent Using the numbers of e c aus 
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(provisionally) semantic paragraph clusters, the paragraphs may be represented as 
follows: Semantic Paragraph Cluster A: (1) (10, 3, 2, 4, 5) (6) (7) (8 , 9) ; Sem
antic and Grammatical Paragraph Cluster B: (11, 12, 13); Semantic and Grammatical 
Paragraph Cluster C: (14, 15, 16, 17); Semantic and Grammatical Paragraph Cluster D: 
(18, 19, 20, 21, 22); Closing Section: (23). Whenever a semantic section contained 

only clauses numbered in seQuence it was considered to be simultaneously a grammatic

al paragraph. Paragraph chart A has an introduction (clause 1), a highlight ( cl auses 
10, 3, 2, 4, 5) in which clause 10 is an explanatory aside which re-emphasizes the 

importance, to the narrator, of his paints of focus in clauses 2, 3, 4, and 5; and a 
series of flashbacks (clauses 6, 7, and 8 ). Support for this analysis was found via 
high-level phonological tagmemes, and by text summary testing devices (see Section 
6). Paragraph B gives a series of detai l s which, I deduced later, were unimportant 
to the narrator, since he completely omitted them from his summary of the text ( see 
Section 6.2.3). Thus paragraph B is marginal to the story (from his point of .view 
at least). Paragraph C gives the main episode of the story; it gives the narrator's 
action. Paragraph D gives the outcome of the story , for those persons who were tak

en on the second plane, and also for those on the third flight. 
A further word of explanation of the technology (learned as this work progressed) 

is warranted here. The first time I made the chronological chart (Diagram 1) I 
noted initially the events occurring simultaneously in the early morning: clauses 1, 
6 , 7, and 10 a ll occurred at 7:00 A. M. I then ordered the chart columns according 
to the narrative order in which the four participants involved at 7:00 A.M. were in
troduced into the narrative. Thus in my first preliminary analysis, I placed the 
narrator's column (presently column III) in between the present columns V and VI. I 
then circled the clusterings as indicated earlier in this section. Paragraph A had 
subsets with the following form at that time: (1) ( 6) (7) (1 0, 3, 2 , 4, 5) ( 8 , 9 ) • 
This hypothesis was tested via summaries of the text (see Section 6.2). The result s 
showed that clauses 8 and 9 were aberrant . The original chart was therefore re-exam
ined and reworked, so that the first mention of any participant in the narrative 

seQuence determines the seQuence of columns on the chart. The narrator 's column is, 
therefore, now column III as the narrator first mentions himself in clause 2 in the 
text. This re-ordering of the columns redefines the order of paragraph A, and in 
turn groups clauses 6 through 9 preCisely as in the summary reQuests (see Section 
6.2.4), in grammatical seQuence . For this story then we assume that the emic seman
tic structure is reflected by the form of Diagram 1, rather than by the earlier form. 
This suggests that a testing device involving re-tellings or summarizings of a narr
ative can lead to the support or to desirable revision of a hypothesis as to its 
structure. 

5.0 Choosing Paragraph Themes via Intuitive Judgment 
Looking then at the paragraphs chosen via the chronological chart, I made summar

ies of each paragraph (occasionally the wording seems awkward as I tried, in so far 
as is feasible, to use phrases directly from the original text), and chose, by intui

tive judgment what appeared to me to be the most important item to call the theme of 
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each paragraph. Paragraph A, being quite long and non-isomorphic with the grammar, 
seemed to have two points of emphasis. These summaries with their accompanying 

themes in the second column are given here: 

summaries 
I was upset because it took me so 
long to load the canoe, and I Paragraph A1 : 

Paragraph A2: 

Paragraph B: 

Paragraph C: 

Paragraph D: 

missed my plane. 
Peter came on the first plane because 
I was behind loading the canoe (for) 
so long (a time). 
After I loaded everything, four fellows 
brought it all to Somanente. 
I walked and carried Mister's suitcase 
to Somanente and waited for him. 

Themes -----I missed my plane. 

Canoe loading took a long 
time. 

The goods got to somanente. 

I carried the suitcase. 

I came on the last plane. 
Mrs. went on the second plane with 
Magdelena, David, and Daniel, and I 
came last with Peter , Mariana, and 
little Peter. 

The major contribution of the research toward this paper was that the chronolog-

ical clusters enabled me to hypothesize as to themes of the text. 
was finding phonological support for the paragraph division between clauses 10 and 

11. To this we now turn. 

6.0 Devices Used in Testing Paragraph Groupings and Themes 

6.1 Phonology In general, there is just one major phonological intonation pattern in the text, 

and there is only one major departure from it. This occurs a t the end of clause 10 
and is shown by a rising arrow [tJ at the end of the clause. Other notations given 

in the text (see Section 2) and needed to understand the discussion: major clause 
stresses are indicated by the apostrophe [']; other stresses appear to be irrelevant 
to my purposes here and are ignored . Major phonological pauses are shown by a doub

le oblique bar [II]; shorter pauses by a single bar [I]. The shorter pauses are 

generally accompanied by a smaller drop in intonation and the longer pauses by a 
greater drop (not indicated in the notations in the text). The word preceding the 

[II] is generally a predicate, and it receives the clause stress. A symbol [F-J 
warns the reader before a span in which the speed of utterance is increased, and th 
symbol [-F] at its end. Similarly a specific slowdown span is indicated by [S- •••• 

-SJ. The repeaxcorder4 was a tremendous aid in determining the more subtle phonologic 

patterns of the text. I add a further comment on intonation to that just given: 
major intonation patterns exhibit a dropping from a high to a slightly lower pitch 
on each phonological word; these were noted early in the research. The "normal" un 

emotional intonation pattern of a clause was found to be: [L"1..' L I I ] (in which th 
three solid lines stepping downward each represent down-stepping pitch; the three 
lines are three stress groupS; the third stress group starts in a pitch higher than 

the first two. There is also, in the third stress group a progressiVe softening of 
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the intensity of the voice). 
Having tentatively chosen the paragraph themes 

any major phonological changes occ t (see Section 4), I then asked: Do 
1 . ur a the same places th 

oglcal clusters--namely bet as e breaks in the chrono-
, ween clauses 10 and 11 13 

great astonishment I found th t th ' and 14, 17 and 18? To my 
, a e only depart f 

at the end of clause 10 Th' ure rom the normal pattern occurs 
• lS pattern of int t· . 

pitch (shown by a rising arrow at th ona lon lS a slow, gradual rise in 
. t . e end of the cla ) 

wIl h thls rising intonat ion indicates use. In gene~al, length along 
t has also been observed with d an unusual length of event tlme or distance 

wor s of exclamati . • 
A change in the speed ft. on, l. e. ~ ·'Wow!!' 

( 
0 u terance lS also . d for the symbols for chan . eVl ent at some places in the text 

. ges I n speed of utteranc 
sectlon). Clause 11 exh'b.t . e, see the first paragraph of this 

. l l S a sharp lncrease in 
atlon with the intonation change at th d speed . This increase, in combin-
the t t t. e en of clause 10 . en a lve paragraph div' . ' glves added support to 

l Slon between clauses 10 d 11 
ant-event clusterings of the chr 1 ' an as shown by the particip-
th ono og~cal chart i th e story is clause 11. ' • e. e phonological climax of 

Overall, the s d f pee 0 utterance increases as thO 
may be only an indication of the sp k ,. lS short story progresses. This 
stor d ea er s lncreasing co f'd y an overcomes his fear of th t n l ence as he gets' into his 
pro ' e ape recorder or p h grammed In hi s mind the total patt ' er aps by then he has firmly 
t~at clauses 3, 4, and 5 (which are t::nc~f the story . I~ is interesting to note 
tlng or focus of the st . auses chosen orlginally as giving the set-

ory because they are chronol . 
grammar) are spoken faster tha 1 oglcally non-isomorphic with the 

no oglcal cllmax indicated above) is' • Llkewlse clause 11 ( the P
ho 1" n causes 1 and 2 and 6 and 7 . . 

preceding it ( 8 9 and 10) notlceably faster than the three cIa , , and the four clau uses 
Other phonological groupings , based on un ses ~ollowing it (12, 13, 14 , abd 15). 

utterance, did not support the semantic ar ex~lalned minor changes in the speed of 
chronological chart (Diagram 1) E 1 P .tlclPant-event clusterings seen on the 

'11 • xp anatlon of th O Wl have to wait for fur the lS aspect of the phonological data 
r research. 

6.2 Summaries of the Original Text 

6.2.1 Text Summary by the Narrator 
I had the language helper Niko l' t told . t ' , . lS en to the stor t l to me. Then I asked h ' t y on ape as he had previously 

lm 0 tell it again, b t t 
gave the following abbreviated' u 0 make it very short . He 

verSlon on tape ' 
THE DAY WE WENT TO DANAU BI . 

1. Udar-na gwanan' RA (Summary by Narrator) 
alserem ~ safe 

airpl ane-? first' --- ~ dolmol-f I I 
'I l' thls-one I almost first? a most saw th f" . see-desire 
. . e lrst alrplane.' 

2. JebJon-ga I tida J'adi ai tikuftufe II 
3rd per-? didn't k --. wor out I follow 
'It didn 't work out for me 3. ai If to follow it.' 
__ . ga al-a jemer tosanto-so-n I I goods-? ~l gwinibiner I at - ab-e II 

un l place-morn b4-past morning canoe-in-? 
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4. I d t_eri a -iu sarbi-so-no-n II 
jewerga u ar-na == 

o 1 ? noise I hear-morn b4-?-past there alrp ane- 0 

'There I heard the sound of the airplane.' 
f 0 t I -i ina-be II aga jewerga ~ nungre- l-sa-n " 0 

r-- there I run-?-morn b4-past house-untll 
5. 

'I ran to the house.' 
twan-mana emai gorten-se-nen I 

tas-a -- t Somanente-to 
~t ? Mr -possessive I carry-morn b4-pas SUl case- 0 • 

'I carried Mister's suitcase to Somanente.' 
o b 0 fwater 

Pi ter afel-na Wlna- ar ~ -
----- ? of °th 3rd person long Peter other-one-o Wl e-Wl 
'The other Peter and his wife went ahead.' II 

o ;e antarso-we-so-non ~ 
J ohanea j e-bar ~ gwana-" here 
John 3rd-with 3rd first-? accompany-?-morn b4-past 

the first (plane) here.' 
I jewerga antarta-bi-si-ni-nt 

there accompany-?-morn b4-?-past 

6. 
Somanente-yo II 

7. 
~ dane-si-ni-nt II 
2 go ahead-morn b4-?-past 

8. Kalib-o 

9. 

Kalib-and 
'Kalib and John accompanied 

and Mariana here.' 

10. 

~ umnup I twan-far I ai I Mariana 

I behind . Mr. -wi th I Mariana 
'I was behind; I accompanied Mister 

aafo ai for-si-na-nt II 
~ r- arrive-morn b4-?-past 

11. 

'I arrived here.' 

~ gaaf II 
until here 

~ II 
here 

'The end.' 
The summary clearly h that Niko felt under threat of criticism (it is his def 

sows H IOns and 
the day) ·, he says first what did not happen . e exp a l 

ense for the events of Th tt rn 
gives his reaction, and reports the outcome for others an~ fO~ himse~f. e pa e 
of his defense is seen in the grammatical tree structure In Dlagram • 

Summary of Story 

maUin 
se lng--what 
1, 2 

(2 - 5 
9, 10) 

nucleus 
action 

~o 
nucleus mar~ln 

explanatlon reac lon 
5, 6 

(3, 10 (14) 
2, 4) 

margin 

margin 
closing ormula 

11 
(23) 

report Orf __ O_u_t __ c_om __ e __________ ___ 

/ 0 Ifucleus 
mar¥rt for seIf for 0 ers 
7,8 9,10 
( 8 ) (20, 21, 

22) 

D I A G RAM 2 
f t h original text, with the summary 

Tree structure of the summary 0 e 
told by the original narrator. 
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Under each branch of the tree I have given the numbers of the narrative order of the 
clauses in the summary. Following them, in parentheses, are given the numbers of 
the clauses from the original story to which the summary clause refers. Some of the 
clauses from the original text are not mentioned in the summary, and so do not ap
pear by number on this diagram. 

Next, a chronological chart of Niko's summary shows once again that the introduc
tion of the summary (clauses 1 and 2) is the only area in which the chronology is 
not isomorphic with the grammar . 

Etic Time 

9:15 A. M. 

9:45 

9:46 

~O:OO 

rO: 20 

3:15 P. M. 

Narrator 
Niko 

loading goods (3) 
heard the plane (4) 

ran to the house (5) 
carried suitcase (6) 

almost saw plane (1) 

didn't work out (2) 

behind (9) 
arrived (10) 

Peter 

went ahead (7 ) 

D I A G RAM 3 

Kalib and John 

accompanied the first 
plane (8) 

A chronological-participant charting of a summary of the original text as 
given by the original narrator. Notice that the chronological position of 

clauses 1 and 2 is ,non-isomorphic with the narrative sequence. 

This fact of chronological-grammatical non-isomorphism of the introduc tion clearly 
gives us the emotional focus, i. e. the theme (the thing that was most important to 
t he speaker that day), of the original narrative. Thus, the original judgment (see 
Section 3) that the lack of conformity between chronological sequence and grammatical 
sequence Signaled emotional focus is supported. 

6.2.2 Text Summary by a Second Participant 
My other language helper, Magdelena, was asked, like Niko, to tell the story again 

(after listening to it on tape), but to make it very short. She" gave the following 
on tape: 

THE DAY WE WENT TO DANAU BIRA (Summary by Second Participant) 

1. Mariana ~ Piter ger-ba-sa-n II 
Mariana milk- ? Peter give one small item-to male-morn b4-?-past 
'Mariana was nursing Peter.' 

2. Niko me saga I galfal-a a t-ap-m tosanto-wa-so-ma-nt II 
Niko? goods-? canoe-in-? place-?-morn b4-?-past 
'Niko placed the goods in the canoe.' 

3. udara terig ~ sarbi-so-no-nt II 
airplane noise I hear-morn b4-?-past 

'I hear the sound of the airplane.' 
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4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Eliaser I Aser I jiga ~ dana-bi-si-ni-n II 
-A--- they 2 go ahead-male-morn b4-?-past 

Eliaser ser 
'Eliaser and Aser went ahead.' twan-mana 
Niko-ga jewerga ~ 

Niko-he there ? 

dip-so-na-n I 
b4-?-past suitcase-? Mr.~possessive ? go-ahead-morn 

I gwer-so-so-n II gol-so-sa-n ma ma-p __ 
b4 ? past shoulder-on place-morn b4-?-past 

carry-morn -,- on his shoulder.' 
'Niko went ahead carrying Mister's suitcase II 

' Somanente X53.. 
Mariana I ~ I jiga dana-p-si-n~-n 

d ? b4-?-past Somanente to Mariana Niko they go ahea - , -morn 
'Mariana and Niko went ahead to Somanente.' 

ajep-m fibab-si-n II 
~ wait-morn b4-past 

'They waited. ' 

8. ~umnup II 
I behind 
'I was behind.' 

9. Twan I Nonya I jebar I jemer ~ Somanente l!2 II 
---- 'th ? ? Somanente at 

aiya for-si-nyo-nt II 
I arrive-morn b4-?-~as 

Mr. Mrs . they w~ me, 
'Mister and Mrs . and I arrived at Somanente .' Somanente 

I 't' 0 na nt I _awara woro- sa- n nuinti-so-na-nt 
10. P_ab 0 nu~n ~-s - - b4? st Somanente 

return-morn b4-past sit-morn - , -pa 
Paul sit-morn b4-?-past here 

l!2 
at 
'Paul landed here, returned, and 

11. jiga aiya jisue-so-na- nt II 
they I get in-morn b4-?-past 

landed again at Somanente.' 

'We got in (the plane).' 

12. Nonya I ai I Daud I ~ I 
aafo a bunufe-sa-nt II aiya . jer-sa - n 

f b4-past ~ ? wait-morn b4-past 

13. 

14. 

15. 

we l y- morn Mrs. I David Daniel 
David, Daniel, and I flew here and waited.' 'Mrs. , 

gamjon-ga woro-sa-n II 
again-? return-morn Q4-past 

'He returned again.' 
Twan I Niko I Mariana I ~ bastantoiya I kita-lifen-se-n II 
---- ----NikO Mariana Peter small more than 3-take-morn 
Mr. , 

'k Mar" ana, and little Peter here. 
'He brought Mister, N~ 0, ~ 

foro-bi-si-nye-n II 
arrive-?-morn b4-?-past 

'We arrived.' 
16. aaf-ga seaafter gaiya twin-so-n I gwerem-ga 

here-? all we eat-morn b4-past noon-? 

II 

'We all ate here at noon.' 

aafo 

b4-past here 

17. tabana gaaf II 
until here 
'The end.' 
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The most notably evident fact about her summary is its total lack of emotional 
focus or personal feeling of involvement. It seems to be a simple report of facts . 

A chronological chart of Magdelena ' s summary shows that she has straightened out the 
chronology in her summary so that it is basically isomorphic with the grammar of 
that summary . This isomorphism supports the judgment that her summary, in contrast 

to Niko ' s, lacks specially signalled emotional focus. Conversely, it also supports 
our early judgment (see Section 3) that emotional focus (in Niko's original story 
and in Niko' s summary) is shown by chronological- grammatical non- isomorphism . 
(Since the chronological chart of Magdelena's summary sheds no further light on this 

study, it is not given here .) 

6.2.3 Comparing the Text Summaries with the Paragraph Groupings of the Original 
Text 

The summaries by Niko and Magdelena agreed at certain points. They preserved 
(via paraphrase or restatement or the filling in of crucial pre- supposed material), 
the following events from the paragraph groupings seen on the chronological chart 
(Diagram 1) of the original text: 

1. From paragraph A: Niko loading the goods and hearing the plane. These pOints 

(original clauses 3 and 4) retained the sequence as in the original text . 
2 . From paragraph C: Niko carrying the suitcase (original clause 14). 
3 . From paragraph D: Niko, Mariana, and Mister coming and arriving (at the work

shop center) (original clause 21) . 
4. The closing: 'The end.' 
I am assuming that elements preserved in summaries by multiple narrators must 

have some kind of importance to the story. I will call these crucial elements 
themes ( or topic sentences ) of the paragraphs . Thus it is pOSSible , from a study of 
the two summaries, to choose topic sentences for three of the four paragraphs: from 
paragraph A, clauses 3 and 4; from paragraph C, cl ause 14; and from paragraph D, 
clause 21 . 

Items which are different also tell us something about the narrators and their 
focus. Niko, the narrator of the original text, reported the events through a grid 
of emotional selectivity . He selected the events in terms of his missed responsib
ility, which was uppermost in his mind. He reported his involvement. Magdelena 
simply told the story, preserving t he crucial events, but not the emotion . Niko add
ed details about himself; she added details about herself and the pilot and plane. 
For exampl e, he mentions two facts from the original paragraph A: the fact in focus, 
and the names of the two who took his place on the first plane . He relates nothin~ 
of the original paragraph B; she mentions it. He reports on~y one idea from para
graph C (the hard work of carrying a very heavy suitcase for a half hour hike along 
a crooked, thick jungle trail); whereas she retained three of the four clauses in the 

original paragraph C. From paragraph D he mentions only his own arrival at the final 
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destination; she includes everyone. th order 
His emotional focus then, is shown by the subject matter he chose, and e 

in which he to l d the events . Based now on evidence from the narrator's point of 
view as to the emotional focus of the original story , I think this text would be 
better titled "The Day I Missed My Plane." That is, a title may reflect not only 
the content but the narrator ' s choice of focus within that content . In some lang

uages the title may be given in phrases or sentences by the narrator himself; at 
other times it may be added by an editor to assist the reader, as I have just done 

here . 

6.2.4 Summaries of Paragraphs by the Lanauge Helpers 
After obtaining the summaries of the text as a whole (in sections 6.2. 1 and 

6.2.2), I next asked the language helpers, individually, to give me one- sentence 
summaries of each grammatical paragraph as seen in Diagram 1 ( paragraph A: clauses 

1 through 10; paragraph B: clauses 11 through 13 ; paragraph C: clauses 14 through 
17; and paragraph D: clauses 18 through 22). Because paragraph A is so long I gave 
the helpers clauses 1 through 5 first (the principle part of the dotted column sub
cluster), and then clauses 6 through 9 ( the dotted row subclusters 6 and 7 and the. 
dotted column subclusters 8 and 9) and clause 10 . Clause 10 was included because l 

the narration it directly followed the subcluster 8 and 9 . This allowed the lang
uage helper to hear the tape of clauses 1 through 10 broken into two parts-- a pair 

of chunks which seemed long enough for him to be expected to handle . 

Clauses - 5: 
Clauses 6 - 10: 

Clauses 11 - 13: 

Clauses 14 - 17: 

Clauses 18 - 22: 

Niko ' s Summaries 

I was behind one time. 
I was behind because it took 

a long time to load the goods. 
Bular and Barnabas went ahead 

to Somanente. 
I carried Mister's suitcase; 
it walked. 

Mrs . went ahead to here; then 
I arrived . 

Magdelena's Summaries 

Mariana was nursing Peter. 
Niko put the goods into the 

canoe. 
Bular and Barnabas went 

ahead to Somanente. 
Niko carried Mister ' s large 

suitcase. 
Niko, Mister , Mariana, and 
Peter were behind. 

In clauses 1 through 5 Niko emphasizes a problem , whereas Magdelena gives a 
chronological point of reference. In clauses 6 through 10 tliko gives an excuse; 
she gives a fact. The summaries of clauses 11 through 13 show that Magdel ena and 
Niko are in agreement, but to Niko these clauses are of less importance and out of 
focus. This is evidenced by the fact that he entirely omitted these lines in his 
summary of the whole text . The summaries of clauses 14 through 17 and 18 through 

22 are equivalent . 
NOW, comparing Niko's and Magdelena's paragraph summaries with the themes I my-

self chose (see Section 5), one can see that I am in closer agreement with Niko tha 
with Magdelena. Specifically, I also emphasized Niko's tardiness, and the length 0 

time it took to load the canoe. What accounts for this closer degree of agreement 

of my themes with Niko's rather than with those of Magdelena? I had personal know-
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ledge of the fact that Niko had been scol ded that morning , and perhaps Magdelena 
was not aware that Niko had been thus upset. However, I find it somewhat surpris
ing that Magdelena did not recognize (or at least did not mention) Niko's emotional 
state . This shows the possibility of alternate narrative styles , one of which is 
reporting from the perspective of event , and the other from the perspective of att 
itude of a participant to an event. (A third possibility which I had expected Mag
delena to use, but did not, is that of a narrative participant reporting the emot 

ional state of another participant.) English also makes radical differences in the 

grammar of the narration of these perspectives. (S ee Pike and Pike, 1972 , pp. 50 -

51. ) 

6.3 Sentence Reversal 
I also explored the devi ce of sentence reversal5 as a tool in an attempt to help 

discover the grammar of chronology in relation to theme , but I found that, as is 
common in this part of the world, particles to mark interclause relations are very 

rare in the normal Berik sentence. In addition (and related to this fact) reversal 
of the chronology and the grammar of the narration is permitted rarely and only 
under very specific grammatical constraints (as for example in clause 10 discussed 
above). My language helper was totally unable to reverse the order of clauses 4 
and 5 and others of the original text . When , however, I gave the following senten
ces in the national language, Indonesian, and insisted on a translation into Berik, 
Magdelena gave the following equivalents . 

Sentences Given (in Indonesian) 

1. After I ate, I slept. 
2 . ~ I slept, I ate . 

Berik Translation (translated into 
English) 

I ate. I slept. 
I didn't sleep. I ate . I s lept . 
(or in free English: 'I had not yet 
slept, but I ate and then slept.') 

Note the total lack in Berik of after or before, and replacement by sequence in 

simple or specific orders. 
At the date similarly, we have not found immediate translations for if, ~, 

but , because, Since, or therefore. (We have, however , found a word which literally 
means 'again', but which we frequently translate as 'then.') The technique for 
handling, in Berik, the clause relations indicated (in English) by these connectives 
must be a separate study . (For comparative studies of other languages in this vol
ume, see the article on "Experimental Syntax Applied to the Relation Between Sen
tence and Sentence Cluster in Indonesian" by Sterner, Suharno, and Pike .) Devices 
used to express these relations are , in general, by structures larger than clause 
or larger than single sentences; sentence clusters usually require that the chrono
logical and logical sequences be preserved . It is this factor which makes it unprof
itable (or impossible) to experiment extensively and successfully with sentence re
versal in Berik paragraphs, and it is for these reasons that I soon dropped the att 
empt to explore the device of sentence reversal as a test in the analysis of the 

text herein discussed. 
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7 . 0 Major points Checked with Other Texts 

In summary : I n this paper I have so far shown that, with reference to one spec

ific text about Niko ' s traveling: (a) Two kinds of emotional focus were discovered 

in this text . These were indicated in two ways : by non- isomorphism of chronology 
to grammar , and by phonological speed . (b) Chronological mapping is a useful device 

in deciding discourse paragraphs . ( c) The validity of paragraphs chosen by chron

ological mapping and themes intuitively chosen may be tested by (i) the relation of 
high level phonological characteristics ; ( ii) the relation of summaries to the text; 

and (iii) the relation of the change of participants from one event cluster to ano-

ther event cluster . 
I then wanted to know whether or not these conclusions were applicable to furthe 

narrative texts or to some specific subset of narrative texts. To find out I did 
the following : ( d) chose four more narrative texts which were relatively short, an 

each of which had a different narrator ; ( e) intuitively identified paragraph breaks 

and made up sentences representing my judgments as to the themes of those paragraph 

(f) mapped the texts chronologically according to the techniques used above ( see 

Section 2); ( g) elicited summaries of each text as a whole after the helper heard 
it on tape ; (h) comparoed the helpers ' summaries with my paragraphs and themes which 

were intuitively chosen; ( i) compared the helpers ' summaries with the clusterings 

seen on the chronological charts; and ( j) compared my paragraph choices with the 

paragraphs suggested via the clusterings on the chronological charts . 
Studying the isomorphism, point (a ), of time and narrative sequence , I found tha 

two of the texts were totally isomorphic of chronology to grammar , and two had only 

one narrative element out of chronological sequence. Neither of these latter two 
instance s seemed to indicate emotional focus. The four texts chosen , therefore, do 
not support point ( a) above . I hope to seek for other reasons for the use of chron 

ological- grammatical non- isomorphism in the future . 
Regarding emotional focus --point (a) -- in one text, "Hunting Wild Boar at Night", 

I had expected , from my cultural point of view , to see the presence of an emotional 

focus , that of fear . The narrator states that the boar ' almost rolled me over as 
passed ! Wow!', and that it was running and snorting . This would have frightened 
greatly . Although there was no skewing of mapping to suggest emotional fear, the 

phonological speed at that point of the text was greatly increased. Thus, this te 

supports statement (a) above in terms of its phonological alternative to non-iso-

morphism . 
Another text was titl ed "Ants" by the narrator . This is a 12 clause story about 

searching for and eating a jungle fruit . I n cl ause 10 the narrator says he was bit 
ten by stinging ants in the jungle . At this point phonological changes were noted . 
This text therefore suggests that titling, as well as chronological- grammatical non 
isomorphism and phonol ogical speed, may be used as a device for indicating emotiona 

focus. 
Turning our attention to a comparison of the summaries of the four texts to my 

paragraph choices and themes--point (h) --I found that the summaries and my choices 
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were in complete agreement in two of the texts. In the third text , "The Hawk", the 

summ~ryocompletelY excluded the cooking and eating of the hawk , the language helper 
mentlolllng only catching it. This suggested that the perspective of the language 

helper , who is a man, is that of a hunter. In the future I plan to get a summary 
of this text from a woman; I expect her perspective to be that of a cook . 

In the fourth text the same h~~ter perspective is evident, since the helper left 

out of his summary the first 10 clauses of a 23 clause text on "Hunting Wild Boar 

at Night." The last 13 clauses relate the actual attempt to catch the boar and 

gives the outcome. The first 10 clauses give the introduction and background to 

the encounter with the boar. Thus it was learned that one ' s role in the society 

i nfluences how a person understands the focus of a story told to him , and also the 

focus a person will choose when summarizing a story he recently heard. 
I n comparing the summaries of the four texts to the paragraphs chosen by the 

chronological charts--point (i), I found once again that the hunter ' s perspective 
of the t\vO texts (mentioned in the previous paragraph) is also apparent in these 

two texts. A third text showed total agreement between the themes which I chose 
from studying the chronological chart and facts given in the helper ' s summary . In 

the fourth text, "Ants", the language helper did not mention the information given 
In the last of three paragraphs indicated by the chronological chart . In this last 
paragraph (of a story about searching for and eating a jungle fruit) , the original 

narrator told of being bitten by ants , and the narrator emphasized the personal im

porta~ce of this event to him by titling his story "Ants ." The language helper , 
who dld not know the title given to the story by the narrator (it was not on the 
tape) , was a non-participant, was not personally involved with the ants, and thus 
was apparently able to omit mentioning this event in his summary without any 
of loss . feeling 

Thus , this portion of my research brought to light the influence of participants 

and non-participants in th~ relating of stories and their summaries . 
Finally, in examining my paragraph choices in comparison to the paragraphs indic

ated by data on the chronological charts-- point ( j) - -I found the paragraph divisions 

to be basically the same i n two of the texts . I n the third text , however, I was un
able to decide where to divide the second paragraph. Nevertheless , the chronological 
chart gave support to a paragraph division between clauses 8 and 9 , rather tha~ be

tween clauses :1 and 12 . Thus my earlier statement that chronological mapping is a 
useful devlce In deciding discourse paragraphs was given support . In the fourth 

text I was o un~ble to explain the lack of isomorphism between my paragraph choices 
and those lndlcated on the chronological chart . I hope to find reasons for this in 
the future. 

This study is only the beginning of Berlok d O lscourse analysis. Many other aspects 
and techniques need to be investigated. 
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NOTES 

1 Dr. Pike is the President of the Summer Institute of Linguistics, and is Chairman 

of the Linguistics Department, University of Michigan, U. S. A. I wish to acknow
ledge Dr . Pike's invaluable help and to express my gratitude to him for suggesting 
the topic of the work presented in this paper, and for his many hours of consultat

ion throughout the periods of research and writing. 

2 Berik is spoken by approximately 1000 people living in scattered villages along 
the Tor River, District Tor Atas, Kecamatan Sarmi, Kabupaten Jayapura, near the 
north coast town of Sarmi in Irian Jaya, Indonesia. It is a non-Austronesian lang
uage of the Tor stock (Osterwald, 1961) . Berik is also the "lingua franca" of 
smaller groups in the area. 

My husband, Peter Westrum, and I began the study of Berik in the village of 
Tenwer on October 1,1 973, and .have continued to the present, March, 1975, with ten 
of those months actually in the language area . I am happy to acknowledge Peter's 
valuable help in solving various problems encountered in the course of this work . 
I also wish to acknowledge the willing help of Magdelena Borom and of Niko Borom , 
Berik speakers from the village of Tenwer . 

Previous studies of the Berik culture and language may be found in: Osterwald 
(1961), and Westrum and Westrum (1 974). I have a lso consulted and benefited from: 
Dubois (1 971) , Miller (1971), Pike (19 64 ), and Wise (1 968). 

3 The full meaning of each verb morpheme in the text is given here, with the first 

occurrence of a verb . The abbreviation , 'morn b4 ', will be used for all further 
morphemes meaning 'in the morning the day before yesterday. ' Morphemes as yet with
out adequate dictionary definitions are indicated with a question mark , and past 

tense by ' past .' The symbols [!- .... -FJ and {§l- ... . -~ are explained in Section 
6.1 • 

4 See paper in this volume by Peter Silzer: "How the Audio Selector Repeatcorder 
Can Help the Field Linguist." 

5 Pike and Gordon, 1973 . "Paired Semantic Components, Paired Sentence Reversals in 
the Analysis of Dhangar (Kudux) Discourse." 


